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Ava and her invisible cat are off to London to  

see the sights and visit Buckingham Palace . . .  
But where are the corgis? Who is that lady  

who looks like Ava’s nan? And more importantly,  

what will she make of Squishy McFluff?
For fun, games and more, visit squishymcfluff.co.uk
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This is Squishy McFluff. He’s a cat.

Squishy McFluff is Ava’s Cat.
Her INVISIBLE cat.

Squishy McFluff is 
the best kitten EVER.
He’s full of ideas and  

ever so clever.
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He’s fluffy and tiny,  
with pattering paws.
He knows lots of ways  
to have fun on all fours!

And swinging! And skating! 
And falling! And flopping!

We do bouncing!  
And bowling!  
And yelling!  
And hopping!
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“Now hurry up, Squishy!” 

He’s off to get changed! 
We’re off on a trip that  
my mum has arranged.

I want to be smart and he wants to be pretty,
’Cos we’re going to London, our capital city!

And jumping! And scrumping! 
And climbing! And hiding!
And running!  
And rrrripping!  

And slipping!  

And sliding!



Look all around!
The big churches! And towers!
A market where people sell  
nothing but flowers!

A square with a fountain  
and statues of cats! 
And . . .



a palace with guards wearing tall, furry hats!

Let’s go IN! Oh, we can’t . . . 


